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There is much to report to the members! While overall division membership 
is down, our membership has continued to grow a little. We are now at 110 
total members, including 82 regular, 6 lifetime, and 11 student members. 
Some of this increase can be attributed to successful recruiting at the APA 
National Conference last April in Chicago. Thanks to all who helped man the 
Divisions Booth!

CONFERENCES AND EVENTS. We held one of our best sessions ever in 
Chicago with 47 attendees and the evaluations were generally favorable. Our 
session titled, Does Gender Matter in Planning for Aging? was part of the 
Aging in Place track and was so successful due to the hard work in preparation 
by then Vice-Chair, Chekesha Nelson, and the panelists, Dr. Mildred Warner, 
Jana Lynott, Laura Keyes, and Esther Greenhouse. There were 42 Planning 
and Women members registered for the National Conference, nearly 40% of 
our membership.

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING. At the conference we held our annual 
meeting of the membership, which was attended by twenty members and 
interested visitors. We discussed the previous year’s activities and goals for 
this year. A new survey is being prepared for distribution to our members and 
Committee volunteers were solicited. Vice-Chair Jennie Gordon is heading up 
Communications, Libby Tyler is our Programming liaison, and Membership 
was taken by Alice Walkup.  

REPORT ON 2013 DIVISION GOALS. We had a very good performance 
evaluation from the Divisions Council. There is always room for improvement 
and there were suggestions in this evaluation as always. Primarily those 
suggestions included a new survey and membership drive efforts. We all 
discussed ways in general to promote and highlight women planners and 
the venue in which to pursue this goal. We are already working on the 2014 
session and maybe TWO webinars this year. The one we offered last year was 
excellent and well attended. 

BUDGET. Since APA took over Divisions accounting, information has been 
sporadic regarding revenues and disbursements. I am sure this will be a 
significant topic at the fall leadership meeting in Washington, D.C. As best I 
can tell, we currently have assets of approximately $1,370 after conference 
expenses are paid. Unfortunately, our largest expense is travel for the Chair 
to attend the twice yearly meetings. Not that I do not feel the need to be 
there to learn and represent our division! However, I do want membership to 
know that as for me, my employer and I both contributed sizably to last April’s 
meeting in Chicago. Nevertheless, this continues to be of concern to all of the 
smaller divisions.

OUTLOOK. I was incredibly encouraged by the attendance at our business 
meeting and the wonderful enthusiasm that was evident. I am really proud 
of this division and we should show that pride and enthusiasm to all of APA.

Respectfully Submitted,             Vicki Taylor Lee

F R O M  T H E  C H A I R

Vicki Taylor Lee, AICP
Chairman, 
Planning and Women



Hello members of the Planning & Women Division! I am excited to share a 
little bit about myself and what I hope to accomplish as Vice Chair. First off 
(to get the formalities out of the way), I work as an Economic Development 
Specialist for Arlington County, VA; I have my Master’s Degree in Planning 
from Virginia Tech and my Bachelor’s in International Relations/Spanish 
from The College of William & Mary. I’ve been an active APA member 
since 2005 and also serve as the Newsletter Editor for the Economic 
Development Division. I live in Alexandria, VA with my husband Scott, two 
year old daughter Elinore, and black lab-border collie, Liddy.

I’m honored to be your Vice Chair as I see incredible opportunities 
for women in planning. Our numbers are growing and we’re taking on 
greater leadership roles and using our unique skill sets to affect change 
in our communities. I hope to grow and empower the Planning & Women 
membership by providing relevant content, professional development and 
networking opportunities, and by broadening the exposure of women’s 
issues in planning. We’re always looking for new ideas and encourage you 
to get involved, so please don’t hesitate to contact me anytime!
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Vice Chair
Jennie Gordon

703-228-0867

jegordon@arlingtonva.us

Treasurer
Alice Walkup

617-796-1125

alice_walkup@yahoo.com

Hi everyone!  I am currently a Community Development Senior Planner in 
Newton, Massachusetts, where I manage federal reporting for the City’s 
Community Development Block Grant, HOME Investment Partnerships, and 
Emergency Solutions Grant programs. In addition, I serve as the project 
manager for the City’s architectural access work and staff the Newton 
Planning and Development Board. I previously worked as a transportation 
planner for Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates in Boston. Like Jennie, 
I graduated from the College of William and Mary, though I studied 
Government and History. I have a Master of Urban Planning from New York 
University’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service.  

I’m very excited to be your Treasurer, and to work with the other officers 
in making this year a successful one for the Division. I’m also managing 
our Division-sponsored session at the APA Conference in Atlanta, so please 
help us get off to a great start by sending in a proposal.  Submit your ideas 
online by July 31st at www.planning.org/conference/proposals.htm under 
Divisions Sessions. I look forward to reading them! 
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Secretary
Anna Kitces, AICP, CEP

215-369-0998

annakitces@gmail.com
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I have been a member of APA for around 20 years, and have decades of 
experience in Environmental and Natural Resources Analysis and Planning, 
Land-Use Management and Code Enforcement, Planning Law in the Public 
Sector — County and State Government (NJ), and also have experience as  
Biologist, Trail Blazer (literally) and teacher at NJ Audubon Society and as 
University Staff (Guelph). With experience in Land Use management issues 
along the water- both coastal and inland, I have also had the opportunity to 
help coordinate a TV show on Barrier Islands, and made a Public Service 
Announcement on wetlands preservation. 

When I was a teenager, I experienced the first Earth Day, which made a great 
impression on me, and I decided that I wanted to work in something related 
to the environment and try to “help the world“. I studied Environmental 
Science, Biology, at Old Dominion University with additional education at the 
University of Pennsylvania and Drexel, and ended up being a professional 
wetland scientist, and certified environmental planner. Now I have a teenage 
daughter in high school and one in college who are both exploring what they 
want to study. My family also includes my husband and elderly mother and 
we live in Eastern Pennsylvania. I am a former scuba diver and triathlete 
and have gracefully aged into a love of hiking, theater (both as a performer 
(!), observer and board member) and artist.

I am interested in issues related to women and am looking forward in 
contributing my expertise, time and experience to connect with you and 
assist support and help with the Planning and Women Division. 
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Past Chair
Elizabeth “Libby” Tyler, FAICP

217-384-2439

ehtyler@urbanaillinois.us 

Social Media
Breanne Rothstein 

763-231-4863

brothstein@wsbeng.com
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Breanne is city planner for WSB & Associates, a consulting firm based out of 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. She has previously worked for two local cities, City 
of Ramsey and City of Minnetrista in the Twin Cities metro. She graduated 
from the University of Minnesota in 2005 with her master’s degree in Urban 
and Regional Planning, and has been a professional planner ever since. 
Breanne currently serves as the president of the Minnesota Chapter of the 
American Planning Association, and loves volunteering in that capacity. 
She is dedicated to mentoring, networking, and advancing the profession 
through education and training opportunities. She has a passion for cities 
and helping to make them a better place.

Breanne currently manages the Facebook page for the Planning and 
Women Division. Join our Facebook page today! 

Elizabeth “Libby” Tyler, FAICP, is the Community Development Services 
Director for the City of Urbana, Illinois, a position which she has held since 
2001. The Community Development Services Department encompasses 
economic development, planning and zoning, building safety, and affordable 
housing/grants programs. Libby has over 30 years of experience as a city 
planner, practicing in Illinois, California, and Colorado for a number of 
government agencies and private consulting firms. 

Libby holds a Bachelor’s degree in Environmental Conservation from the 
University of Colorado, a Master’s degree in Environmental Planning from 
the University of California at Berkeley, and a Ph.D. in Regional Planning 
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She is an Adjunct 
Lecturer for the University of Illinois’ Department of Urban and Regional 
Planning where she teaches a class in Local Planning, Government, and 
Law. She is also the past Chair of the Planning and Women Division of the 
American Planning Association.
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Robyn has a background in architecture, engineering, and urban planning 
and since 2009, has served in various roles throughout both USGBC 
and GBCI related to LEED certification and LEED for Neighborhood 
Development. Currently, she directs the certification process for LEED 
2009 for Neighborhood Development at GBCI, while also performing quality 
control responsibilities for the LEED Building Design and Construction 
Rating Systems. She serves as a GBCI’s Subject Matter Expert for Location 
and Transportation (LT) credits, working hands-on with GBCI’s internal and 
external review teams on technical and interpretation issues related to credit 
compliance. Robyn also works directly with the USGBC staff, providing input 
on business development initiatives, project team correspondence, Rating 
System Development, outreach and education, and certification policies.   

Robyn currently manages the LinkedIn webpage for the Planning and 
Women Division. Join the group here today!
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Social Media
Fiona Akins, AICP

415-743-0794

fionaakins@gmail.com

Robyn Eason,

AICP,  LEED AP ND, BD+C

Team Lead-Urban Planning, GBCI

202-552-1387 

reason@gbci.org
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Fiona Akins, AICP is an environmental planner based in New York City. Born 
in Vancouver, B.C., she has worked as a planner in Canada, England and the 
United States. In London, Fiona conducted environmental assessments of 
large-scale energy projects, and developed green infrastructure strategies 
for local councils. In San Francisco, Fiona worked with a non-profit urban 
greening organization to plan and build community-led green infrastructure 
projects throughout the city. Recently relocated to New York, Fiona is now 
looking for her next role in open space and green infrastructure planning. 
She recently completed Pratt’s Urban Green Infrastructure certificate 
program, and will begin a landscape architecture program in the fall. When 
not pounding the pavement, Fiona can be found walking her dog throughout 
Central Park.

Fiona joined the Planning and Women Division at this year’s APA Conference 
in Chicago, and helps to lead the efforts of the Event Planning Committee, 
and also manages the Division’s Google+ profile page. Send Fiona your 
ideas for topics or events that you would like to see our Division address!

http://www.linkedin.com/groups/American-Planning-Association-Planning-Women-4141825
mailto:fionaakins@gmail.com
mailto:reason@gbci.org
https://plus.google.com/118225609725627839470/posts


Newsletter Editors
Kim Prillhart, AICP

805-654-2481

Kim.Prillhart@ventura.org

Ruchita Kadakia, 

LEED AP BD+C

805-654-2414

Ruchita.Kadakia@ventura.org

Kim L. Prillhart, AICP currently serves as the Planning Director for the 
County of Ventura in southern California, the Past Director of the Central 
Coast APA and a member of the California APA Board from 2008 to 2010. 
She has over 18 years of experience in land use planning, manages a staff 
over 30 professional planners, and is committed to improving efficiency in 
government.  Kim also co-chaired the 2010 California State APA Conference 
in Santa Barbara. She holds her Bachelors Degree in Environmental Studies 
from the University of California, Santa Barbara and has been an active 
member of APA for close to 20 years.  
 
Kim is has three little boys Jaden, Finn and Levi (all under the age of 5), 
is active the local Foster Care program, and loves the beach as much as 
the snow... and yes, you can do both in the same day! Kim enjoys planning, 
issues related to women and working mothers, equal pay discussions, and 
is excited to help produce this newsletter to introduce more women to this 
very important APA Division.    

Ruchita Kadakia is a Long-Range Planner with the County of Ventura in 
California. Born and raised in India, she received her undergraduate degree 
in Architecture in Mumbai, and worked as an architect and urban designer 
for 6 years prior to pursuing her Masters in Planning at USC in Los Angeles. 
Ruchita is a multi-disciplinary planning and design professional, with an 
emphasis on sustainability; and has over 11 years of experience which 
includes policy planning, design and project management. In addition, she 
is also a LEED Accredited Professional. 

Ruchita enjoys designing and is currently serving as the Newsletter Editor 
for APAs Planning and Women Division. Since her recent move to the Central 
Coast, she is enjoying getting re-acquainted with Southern California which 
includes going to the beach, meeting her many friends, hiking, networking, 
wine-tasting and exploring new restaurants. 
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The Women’s Movement
The planning profession began to address issues facing women largely 
as a result of the women’s movement in the 1970s. Previously, women 
were seen primarily as the tenders of the family home, as clients receiving 
social services in the inner cities, or as advocates for civic betterment, 
beautification, and reform. The husband made the journey to work, while 
the wife tended to children, church, and kitchen.

In 1970, at the national conference of the American Society of Planning 
Officials (ASPO), a Women’s Caucus presented a report titled “Women 
in Planning: A Condemnation”, calling on planners to address the needs 
of women, encourage women to enter the profession, and monitor 
discrimination in employment. The report led to the establishment of 
ASPO’s Committee on Women’s Rights, which included such pioneers 
as Frederica Kramer, Joyce Whitley and Idamae Garrott. In 1971, the 
American Institute of Planners (AIP) formed the Women’s Rights 
Committee, and subsequently adopted policies requiring equal treatment 
of female planners as part of its Code of Professional Responsibility. 
The two organizations then joined forces to establish a joint Committee 
on Women’s Rights, which published a report titled “Planning, Women, 
and Change”, and a survey of women in the profession. The Committee 
disbanded in 1975.

The Equal Rights Amendment
In 1977, the American Collegiate Schools of Planning and AIP held their 
conference in Kansas City, Missouri. At a session where Jacqueline Leavitt 
presented a paper on women in planning, a number of participants 
expressed concerns about attending the conference in a state that had 
not ratified the Equal Rights Amendment to the United States constitution 
(ERA), which would have prohibited discrimination on the basis of sex. 
The group presented two resolutions to the AIP Board: one to express 
AIP’s support for the ERA (passed) and the other to boycott the next AIP 
conference to be held in Louisiana, another non-ratified state (tabled). 
The proposed boycott failed to gain traction: the AIP Board later voted to 
confirm its next conference in Louisiana, while the ASPO Board voted to 
hold its next conference in Florida, another non-ratified state.

The Histor y of our Division:  How Planning and Women got its  Star t
Fiona Akins
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However, local groups in New York, Ohio, and California kept the 
ERA issue alive. In 1978, AIP’s California Chapter distributed a letter 
titled “The Time Has Come!!!”, advocating for a Women in Planning 
department or caucus in the AIP. The Chapter also voted to send related 
recommendations, including support of the ERA, to the national Board.

APA’s Task Force
That same year, at the national conference of the newly formed American 
Planning Association (APA), a “Contemporary Issues Task Force” was 
established to address the recommendations presented by the California 
Chapter and others. APA President Constance Lieder appointed the ten 
members of the new Task Force, chaired by Marjorie Macris. The group 
met twice to prepare its recommendations, draft by-laws, and seek out 
potential members. Their emerging proposal to establish a new Planning 
for Women Division first met considerable opposition from APA Board 
members. 

The APA Board was evidently not supportive of an affirmative action 
group, and instead the Task Force focused on the need to address 
legitimate issues of gender related to planning. The Task Force made 
the case that there was a need for research and information-sharing on 
how the practice of planning affects women - for example, in the type 
and design of residential areas, and the provision of adequate public 
transportation. The purpose was to advance technical knowledge of 
the impacts of planning on the needs of women, rather than to focus 
on discrimination against or advancement of female practitioners. This 
approach made it possible to meet the test of being a technical division, 
rather than an advocacy group. 

In March 1979, the APA approved the establishment of the Planning for 
Women Division - later changed in name to the Planning and Women 
Division. The Division’s by-laws, adopted in the fall of 1979, included a 
Statement of Purpose addressing five points, which remain essentially 
the same to this day. 
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The purpose of the Division shall be to:
1. Address issues facing the planning and development of 

communities, cities, regions, states, and the nation related to the 
changing roles of women and men.

2. Create a national network of planners, decision-makers and 
persons actively involved in organizations which are concerned 
about similar issues.

3. Promote professional growth of persons interested in these 
issues and improve the level of competence in planning for women.

4. Advance technical knowledge and improve techniques of dealing 
with these issues.

5. Promote the analysis and examination of these issues at every 
level of government and in colleges and universities.

Early activities of the Division included co-sponsoring a competition, 
with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, to solicit 
programs that would serve women and could be replicated elsewhere. The 
Division worked to publish a special issue of Planning Magazine; ensure 
child care provision at national conferences; participated in ERA-related 
activities in Washington D.C.; tabulated the participation rate of women 
amongst presenters and panelists at the national conferences; revised 
APA’s salary survey to better track gender and racial discrepancies; and 
incorporated language in the AICP Code of Ethics prohibiting sexual 
harassment.

In the 34 years since its establishment, the Planning and Women 
Division regularly sponsors sessions at national APA conferences and 
conducts extensive research. Today, the Division relies on members’ 
dues and participation to provide support to women in planning across 
the country.
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How did you become interested in the planning profession? 
My interest in planning started as a student at UCSB. I was an environmental 
studies major with an emphasis in planning. I found the unique combination 
of analytics, design, policy, negotiation, politics, law, environmental review, 
community building, writing and presentation a fascinating skill set that led 
to exciting projects.

What were the keys to your career advancement? How did you 
get where you are and what are your long-range goals?
While I admit that some of my various roles can be attributed to being in the 
right place at the right time, I would say that hard work and making strong 
relationships has helped my career tremendously. I have always made it a 
priority to meet new colleagues and many of those have become lifelong 
friends of mine. 

My career is always building upon itself. I started out as a municipal planner 
working the counter and answering zoning questions. I continued my path 
by managing the design review process, holding zoning administrator 
hearings and managing the planning division. Knowing the ins and outs of 
the entitlement process helped give me the courage to start a consulting 
business. With a partner, we opened a small consulting company that 
quickly grew to 20 people with clients all across California. This helped me 
understand the business of planning, customer service, budgeting and how 
to market our services. My strong municipal planning background helped 
make me a better consultant. I’ve now turned to institutional planning, 
helping shape land use decisions for Stanford University. I’m enjoying 
bringing my knowledge of public and private planning to this new endeavor. 

What is the most exciting planning project you have worked on 
in your career?
I would have to say that the Stanford University Medical Center Facilities 
Renewal and Replacement Project while I was at Metropolitan Planning 
Group (M-Group) was quite exciting, and the largest project to date. The 
project involved demolition of 1.2 million square feet of existing buildings 
and construction of 2.5 million square feet of hospital, clinics, and research 
facilities and over 2,000 parking spaces. A hefty EIR, Development 
Agreement, and a new zoning district were also part of the approvals. 
I worked for the City of Palo Alto as a project manager. The entitlement 
process took over four years and 99 public meetings! Interestingly enough, 
it is through this project that I met the Stanford University planning staff 
where I work today.

I also worked on some great projects while I was Planning Manager at 
the City of Mountain View. One of my favorite jobs as that of a Zoning 
Administrator was public hearings that I held on Conditional Use Permits, 
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Director of Land Use and 
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Whitney has a background in 
city planning, with a particular 
emphasis on policy development 
and implementation. She has 
worked throughout the San 
Francisco Bay Area on large, 
complex, high-profile projects 
and has been instrumental 
in the preparation of award-
winning planning documents, 
ranging from design guidelines, 
specific plans and precise 
plans. She also has extensive 
downtown revitalization, 
complex entitlements, 
environmental impact report 
management, mixed-use, high 
density residential infill and 
city-wide economic development 
experience. Whitney has 
established herself as an 
effective consensus builder 
with strong interpersonal 
skills and a solid foundation 
in implementation of complex 
planning endeavors.

S p o t l i g h t  ( c o n t d )
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Variances and Planned Community Permits. I loved having direct contact 
with the architects, applicants and community, and working to find the right 
solution on controversial projects. 

What is the best advice you’ve ever given and received related to 
the planning profession?
Build relationships! Sometimes it’s easy to get frustrated in our profession 
and it’s critical that constructive relationships are maintained.

Work the counter and read the zoning ordinance. Get to know your 
community and know the zoning code better than anyone else. 

Prepare for public presentations. If you know your project and all of the 
details, you can handle any question from the Planning Commission, City 
Council, or community. 

Can you tell us a little about your thoughts on mentoring others 
in your field?
I was fortunate enough to have early in my career a Community Development 
Director that placed an emphasis on mentoring younger planners. She 
taught me how to manage information and how to tell the right story to get 
my point across to any audience. She was also a working mother which 
helped me when I started my family.

I’ve always made myself available to answer any type of question. People 
still seek me out to get career and parenting advice. I believe in mentoring 
and have been part of the Northern California APA mentoring program. I 
learn a lot from the relationships I’ve made and I appreciate the opportunity 
to help someone where I can. Today, I still seek out mentors and ask for 
advice.

What kinds of experience, paid or unpaid, would you encourage 
for anybody pursuing a career in planning?
If you are just getting started, go on as many informational interviews as 
you can. Ask professionals in all types of planning careers if they have 30 
minutes to meet with you. Come prepared with questions! This will not only 
help you learn what area of planning you might want to pursue, but the 
next time there is a job opening, they will know who you are and it may 
help you get an interview. The planning profession is small, and you will be 
remembered.

What do you do in your free time?
My family are all avid sports fans and we spend most of our free time on the 
soccer and baseball fields. We are all Stanford, SF Giants and 49ers fans, 
so stop by and say hi at the next tailgate! We will be there cheering for our 
team.
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The 2013 National APA Conference in Chicago was a great success overall 
and a great experience for the Planning and Women Division in particular.   
I have to admit that attending the conference was a high point of my year 
and I felt honored to be a planner from Illinois hosting visitors from around 
the country. There were many highlights of my conference experience, but 
I would like to share just a few.  

I started off the conference on Saturday with a shift at the Resume Clinic 
where I helped a number of planners at all stages of their career fine-tune 
their resumes. This is an exhilarating experience and I was so impressed 
with the planners that I met with. Then, I checked in on the APA Leadership 
meetings to meet our new Division leaders, Jennie, Anna, and Alice and to 
say hello to Vicki.   

Sunday was a huge day. I started off by attending the Diversity Forum, 
which was developed by the Diversity Task Force, of which I am a member. 
We had an inspiring panel of speakers who talked about the development of 
leadership in minority communities. Next, I attended the Division business 
meeting. We had a great turnout and tremendous energy at our meeting 
and even formed a number of committees to help put our ideas into action. 
It was honestly the most exciting and productive business meeting I have 
ever attended!  

Our Division sponsored session, entitled “Does Gender Matter in Planning 
for Aging,” was on late Sunday afternoon. I was impressed with the breadth 
of knowledge of our speakers and I learned a great deal about planning 
and design approaches for our aging population. Following this session, 
I headed to the National APA offices for a reception of the Fellows of the 
AICP. I had helped to organize the reception, and again played the role of 
local host. Also, at this reception we recognized new APA officers, including 
Planning and Women Division member Cynthia Hoyle, who is now on the 
AICP Board.

On Monday (while I recovered from Sunday), our Division held a facilitated 
discussion entitled “What They Didn’t Tell You in Planning School” on 
which we partnered with the Planning and the Black Community. I caught 
lunch at the Exposition Hall and then headed out to a mobile workshop on 
economic development in Oak Park.

Elizabeth “Libby” Tyler, 
Ph.D.,  FAICP 
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On Tuesday, I attended the Planning Awards lunch and then attended an 
intriguing session entitled: “Finding Your Inner Peace as a Planner.”  This 
session focused on how we can best deal with the personal conflicts 
associated with controversial projects. The panel included a social worker 
and there was extensive discussion around real-life examples followed by a 
guided meditation. The session was packed and judging from the reaction, 
planners were really in need of this discussion.

Next, I was part of a panel about “Keeping Neighborhoods Great”, where 
I presented information on my own neighborhood of West Urbana, one of 
APA’s designated Great Neighborhoods. I capped the conference off with 
Rooftop Seating at Wrigley Field. Despite a little rain, the planners had a 
grand time and we were even captured on ESPN when we put on our rally 
caps towards the end of the game. Sadly, the Cubs lost, so we then headed 
out to some local blues clubs until the wee hours of the morning to drown 
our tears.

You can see that my conference experience included ample portions 
of education, networking, service, and fun. Thank you to the Division for 
contributing to my best APA Conference ever!

Elizabeth “Libby” Tyler is the Community 
Development Services Director for the City 
of Urbana, Illinois, and a Past Chair for the 

Planning and Women Division. 
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Libby at the Cubs game in Chicago.
- Photo, from ESPN, provided by 
Libby Tyler. 



Wo r k / L i f e  B a l a n c e  f o r  t h e  2 1 s t  C e n t u r y

The phrase Work/Life Balance has always rubbed me the wrong way. As 
if “work” is not part of your life. Anyone who’s ever had to paint a room, 
wake up in the middle of the night with a screaming child, or had to call 
an HMO knows “life” is plenty of work. So, where did the term originate? 
According to Wikipedia (not-so-reliable-but-good-enough source for all sorts 
of useless information), the term originated in the UK in the 1970s. It was 
first used in 1986 in the United States (Wikipedia is SMART!). No doubt, 
the concept came from an increase in women entering the workforce and 
a shifting balance of men taking on more responsibility for home-making. 
Both genders started to struggle (and continue today) with making time 
for work commitments and at the same time prioritizing their families and 
personal time. To mitigate that struggle, a refreshed approach is needed to 
achieve such a balance-one for the 21st century.

We have been mostly successfully at integrating work into our lives. 
With laptops and smartphones, we can stay in touch with our clients, co-
workers, and constituents at all times of the day. We can work from home, 
school, the hockey arena (and sometimes the car) and this is mostly a 
good thing. However, we haven’t quite figured out how to foster the 
integration of “life” into “work” beyond a private phone call or two 
during business hours. Our personal lives could be much more integrated 
into our work day. Have you ever been to an office where pets are allowed 
or heard the sound of children laughing once in a while? It’s wonderful 
and softens the sometimes sterile office environment. Also, the occasional 
presence of children at work would allow them to experience what their 
parents do during the day and fosters a mentorship that is badly needed 
for the next generation. 

Most importantly, we need a mind shift. Paul Krassner, an author and 
journalist of the 1960s stated that the definition of happiness is to have as 
little separation as possible between your work and your play. Leave it to a 
hippie. I would morph that a bit to say the definition of happiness is to have 
as little separation as possible between your work and your life. Since our 
“work” is so closely linked to who we are as humans (or at the very least 
is what we do for a large portion of our existence) it should be considered 
one facet of our dynamic lives instead of competing with our “life”. It’s not 
about choosing to prioritize one over the other. It’s about integrating 
work and life in more successful ways.

Breanne Rothstein
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Breanne Rothstein is a planner for 
WSB & Associates, a consulting 
firm in Minneapols, MN, and  
currently serves as the president 
of the Minnesota Chapter of the 
APA, and manages the Facebook 
page for the Planning and Women 
Division. She also writes planning 
related blog articles at: 
http://www.thegridpad.com/ 

http://www.thegridpad.com
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O t h e r  N e w s

Eve n t s  Co m i n g  U p :
APA 2014 National Conference 
April 26-30, 2014
Atlanta, Georgia

Submissions for Proposals online: 
Deadlines start July 19, 2013. Proposal Options include: 

Session Proposals
Poster Display (General & Student)
Student Capstone Presentations
Fast, Passionate, Planning Presentations
Daylong Forum
APA Learning Theatre
Training Workshops
Division Sessions
Mobile Workshop
Local Host Committee Track

See further details at http://www.planning.org/conference/
proposals.htm

California Conference 2013 
October 6-9, 2013
Visalia, CA

Southern New England (CT, MA, RI) Conference 2013
October 17-18, 2013
Worcester, MA

Georgia Fall Conference 2013
October 9-11, 2013
Jekyll Island, Georgia

P l a n n e r  o n  t h e  M ove
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Susan L. Martin, AICP, is relocating 
to the Bay Area and taking up 
the Planning Manager post with 
the City of Gilroy, beginning July 
1st. Sue has been with the City 
of Oxnard since 1999, starting as 
an Associate Planner, then Senior 
Planner before her promotion to 
Planning Manager in 2005. As a 
veteran Central Coast planner, Sue’s 
experience also includes the Santa 
Barbara County Energy Division 
focusing on North County oil and 
gas projects, the City of Simi Valley, 
and service on several Central Coast 
and State APA Committees.

Find more PW News here:

http://www.planning.org/conference/proposals.htm
http://www.planning.org/conference/proposals.htm
https://www.facebook.com/APAPWD
https://plus.google.com/118225609725627839470/posts
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/American-Planning-Association-Planning-Women-4141825
https://twitter.com/APAPWD


C a l l  f o r  S u b m i s s i o n s !

In order to continue to publish a timely and relevant newsletter that 
reflects the interests and needs of the American Planning Division 
Women and Planning Division accurately, Forward needs your 
submissions!

Have you participated in a project or completed research that would be 
of interest to readers? Article submissions are always welcome. Did an 
article in this issue get you thinking and you’d like to contribute a letter 
to the editor for the next edition?

Perhaps you’ve got a job opening or event that you’d like to make other 
Division members aware of. Or maybe you recently accepted an exciting 
new position or earned AICP certification. Please let us know!

Maybe you are looking for something a bit more interactive. Care 
to initiate a discussion about Division sponsored APA Conference 
Sessions? Are you a shutterbug who snapped pictures of Division events 
at the National Conference this past spring? Send those photos on! How 
about writing a review of a book or article you’ve read which would be of 
interest to other division members?

Or, perhaps you want to get to know other members and would be 
interested in facilitating local get togethers in order to network, socialize, 
or even study for the AICP exam. Make yourself known!

Know an amazing practitioner or student that other Division members 
should meet? We’d love to interview her. Please let us know she’s out 
there. We have room to grow and we want you to be a part of it! Don’t be 
shy; the newsletter is content hungry and ready for a commitment from 
its members in order to make it the valuable resource that it can be.

Please contact the editor at Kim.Prillhart@ventura.org with your 
submissions or to discuss how you can get involved! 

Special thanks to all of the contributors that helped make this issue 
possible!
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